
Electric Door Circuit 
Open Door…. lights on



Problem
What I am trying to solve..

People don’t always want to or are in too much of a hurry to flip a 
light switch on and I want to make something to help in less than 
twenty four hours.



Research and Development Work

I research a similar product called a Jam Switch.
My original prototype began with a battery, LED light, cardboard door, and 
some messy copper tape. When I was done it worked but it was messy and the 
battery keeps dying on me, so I’m going to stick with the prototype that I 
already made but i’m going to make some changes to my design .

 Since my battery keeps dying my new dezign will involve a twelve-volt or a 
lithium battery and I’m going to put on a small plastic white container for 
futuristic features.



Prototype:  Ideas

Metal backpack for futuristic features  

Non motor motor bike for fast clean energy

Bluetooth doormat to turn on lights by bluetooth 

Simple science lights for power outages 

electric door lights for automatic purposes 



Prototypes
What each does 

My ideas:

1. Simple science lights for power outages: to use household items to 
quickly create a light. 

2. Electric door lights for: to simply turn on a light from opening a door. 



Materials

● Needle nose pliers 

● Hot glue 

● Scissors  

● Cardboard

● Copper tape 

● LED light/battery



Design (with Pictures)

1. Electric door circuit 



Building and Testing 
Prototypes

1. I first made a door frame with cardboard.  Then I glued one wire 
of the LED light to the LED battery.  I glued the battery to one of 
the cardboard door frame corners so that I could put copper tape 
on the other side of the battery and tape it all the way to the 
closest corner of the door.  Then I was able to  make it so the 
other wire of the LED light pointed at an angle so that when you 
opened the door wide enough the copper tape touches the LED 
lights second wire and connected the circuit. 



Photos



Results and Data: What did I see?
Data Table

  Idea 1: Simple Science Electricity 
description materials results

exp 1
use a pipe cleaner to conduct electricity 
from a battery to a light bulb

light bulb,AAA battery, pipe 
cleaner exp failed

exp 2
use a different wire to conduct electricity 
from a battery to a light bulb

light bulb,AAA battery, brass 
wire

exp failed 
new 
experiment 
redesigned

exp 3 use a magnet to conduct electricity magnet, copper wire, light bulb exp failed

exp4
use multiple small magnets to conduct 
electricity

small magnets, copper wire, 
light bulb exp failed

exp 5
use multiple medium sized magnet to 
conduct electricity

multiple medium sized 
magnets, copper wire, light 
bulb exp failed

exp 6
use one big sized magnet to conduct 
electricity

one big sized magnets, copper 
wire, light bulb

exp failed 
new idea 
established



Results and Graph: What did I see?
Graph

  Idea 2: Electric Door Circuit

description materials results

exp 1
Battery and copper tape 
to conduct electricity

LED battery/light, 
copper tape exp success



Limitations and Implications

Limitations 

My original ideas were to 
complicated and I didn’t have 
the right technology.

The limitations of my final 
project were to make the 
battery size bigger and more 
powerful.

Implications

Since my original ideas were to 
complicated I was unable to 
reach success in my testing.



Conclusion

I have learned that copper is a great conductor of 
electricity and that complicated engineering can 
sometimes be extremely simple to design and create.



Resources

The resources that I used for this project and my 
most recent project were youtube, me and my parents 
knowledge, and some of my old circuit games.
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I tested it and it lights the LED light but I think this should be an 
attachment to a door not come with a door

       And I want it to light peoples room by sending electricity to the already 
installed lights and electronics ( I don’t want it to come with any )

My new design will be pretty much the same except it will not come with:

Any lights or electronics

door/door frame

TEST AND REDESIGN
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